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This Mutual Assistance Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”) is made between The Upper
Valley Disaster Animal Response Team, Inc. (hereinafter referred to as “UVDART”) and the
Upper Valley Humane Society, Inc. (hereinafter referred to as “UVHS”) as of this 18th day of
June, 2013.
The purpose of this Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”) is to document the mutual
understanding of UVDART and UVHS, to provide a broad framework for cooperation between
the two organizations in providing services during a disaster to companion animals.

RECITALS:
WHEREAS: The Upper Valley Disaster Animal Response Team is a chartered {pending}
subordinate Regional Response Team of the Vermont Disaster Animal Response Team
(VDART) Inc. Network, (hereinafter referred to as VDART).
WHEREAS: VDART is a public benefit corporation with 501(c)(3) status from the U.S. Internal
Revenue Service and UVDART is a Vermont nonprofit corporation serving the Upper Valley BiState region of New Hampshire and Vermont;
WHEREAS: The mission of UVDART, Inc. is to provide a coordinated effort in preparing for,
preventing, directing response to, and recovering from any natural or man-made disaster
affecting companion animals.
WHEREAS: The Upper Valley Humane Society (UVHS) is a New Hampshire incorporated
public benefit corporation with 501(c)(3) status from the U.S. Internal Revenue Service;

WHEREAS: As stated in UVHS’s mission statement, “The mission of The Upper Valley
Humane Society (UVHS) is to compassionately connect people and pets. The vision of the
Upper Valley Humane Society is to achieve excellence in animal welfare through a progressive
approach to flexible adoptions, positive training, open-admission sheltering, and humane
education. We are committed to supporting our community by providing the resources people
and pets need to improve their relationship, increasing opportunities for pets to find new homes,
and preventing cruelty.”
WHEREAS, from time to time, in pursuit of their missions, particularly during a significant
natural or man-made disaster or during a major training event, it would be to the mutual benefit
of both organizations to provide various forms of assistance to each other.
WHEREAS, it is good form and planning to define the nature of these relationships and
assistances prior to the occurrence of an event requiring them, this Memorandum of
Understanding is agreed to for that purpose.
WHEREAS, both organizations agree that all assistance requested or offered by either
organization may be limited to the extent that their resources allow.
WHEREAS: It is understood and acknowledged by all parties that: UVDART is an all volunteer
organization which responds to the best of its ability on an ad hoc basis during significant
disasters.
WHEREAS: The UVHS employs both paid staff and volunteers and conducts business on a
seven day a week, 365 days a year basis.
Potential cooperation benefits between UVDART and UVHS:


UVDART may call on UVHS to assist with sheltering companion animals after a small scale
disaster.



UVHS, if it needs to evacuate, will need to find alternative shelter. While its leadership is
planning on prearranging some options, UVDART may help coordinate or assist in finding
alternate sheltering locations.



If a disaster materially affects businesses, as in the case of Tropical Storm Irene, UVHS may
have difficulty obtaining supplies. UVDART may provide supplies, including access to its
CAMET trailer, upon request and at VDART’s discretion. In such instance, the VDART
Companion Animal Mobile Equipment Trailer Memorandum of Understanding as entered
into between UVDART and the Vermont Humane Federation (“CAMET MOU”), is
incorporated herein by reference and the parties hereto agree that the terms thereof shall
apply to any requests made hereunder as if UVHS were the Vermont Humane Federation. .



UVHS may identify and share a senior staff member with UVDART to facilitate remote
location shelter set up. In this instance, UVHS will not retain operational responsibility for

the site, however may serve as the Incident Commander because of the inherent shelter
experience within that senior staff member.


If UVHS is at full capacity in its emergency pet shelter but there is still a community need,
UVDART may assist in arranging a secondary pet sheltering site.



UVHS may provide long term pet sheltering, or overflow sheltering for UVDART temporary
pet shelters.



UVHS will make every effort to assist UVDART in the case of animals identified as
“abandoned.” This is critical as UVDART is acknowledged to have no capacity, authority or
responsibility to provide long term sheltering or adoption services for these animals.



UVDART and UVHS agree to mutually assist the other in making connections with licensed
veterinary providers when necessary.



UVHS has some established relationships with community partners that they may pass on to
UVDART



UVDART and UVHS may share training resources in disaster preparedness and response,
animal handling or shelter management as be appropriate or necessary.



UVDART and UVHS may work together to coordinate animal intake processes at human
shelters.



UVHS, when capable, is willing to transport animals from UVDART’s custody upon request.



UVHS agrees to share its forms for disaster sheltering for pets to facilitate ease of
transference between shelters if necessary.



If so many pets are displaced after a disaster that UVDART’s temporary shelter personnel
and supplies cannot accommodate all of them, UVHS may send trained staff and volunteers,
as well as its van to assist.



UVDART may choose to notify UVHS when they are informed by another organization of a
sheltering need that they themselves are unable to assist in.



There may be other areas of unforeseen beneficial mutual assistance, which the leadership of
both organizations determine during an actual event, which may be provided when both
parties are in agreement and memorialize in writing as part of the record of that event.



Neither party to this MOU has the authority to act on behalf of the other party or bind the
other party to any obligation. This MOU is not intended to be enforceable in any court of

law or dispute resolution forum. The sole remedy for non-performance under this MOU
shall be termination of the MOU, with no damages or penalty.


Each party to this MOU will maintain its own identity and personnel identification in
providing service. Each organization is separately responsible for establishing its own
policies and financing its own activities. Consequently, provision of personnel and/or
services from one Agency to the other during implementation of this MOU is made freely
and without expectation of payment or reimbursement with the exception of the CAMET
trailer as covered in the VDART MOU pertaining thereto.



When either party provides personnel resources to the other, the host Agency shall be
presumed to retain Incident Command through its designated Disaster Response Director.
Exceptions must be clearly stated in advance in writing and agreed to by appropriate Officers
of the respective Corporations.

All notices to UVDART shall be provided to the following address:
Secretary, UVDART
217 Poor Farm Road
Thetford Center, VT 05075
Attn: Alice Gollnick
Phone: 802- 785-4250
Email: agollnick@valley.net

All notices to UVHS shall be provided to the following address:
Executive Director,
UVHS
300 Old Route 10
Enfield, NH 03748
Attn: Deborah K Turcott
Phone: 603-448-6888 ext. 110
Email: Deborah.Turcott@uvhs.org
Nothing in this MOU shall in any way be construed as a waiver of sovereign immunity or any
immunity from liability under any statute if and when it shall be applicable. Each of the parties
hereto acknowledges and agrees that nothing herein shall make either party liable for the costs,
expenses, damages or liability incurred by the other, even to the extent that such liability is
incurred during activities undertaken at the request of the other party (pursuant to this MOU or
otherwise).

Either party may terminate this agreement upon thirty (30) days advance written notice; this
MOU may be terminated upon the mutual consent of the parties.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this MOU as of the date first set forth
above.
UPPER VALLEY DISASTER ANIMAL RESPONSE TEAM, INC.

By:_______________________
Name Printed:
Title:
UPPER VALLEY HUMANE SOCIETY, INC.

By:_______________________
Name Printed:
Title:

